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Tests were mde to determins the lmgitudTnal+dzbility cmcteris- 
tics and the sp3mise aif3tiibution of lead of a semispas model of a wing 
with the leading edge swept back 63O and with a thickened tip section. the 
wing W&S twisted asA cadbered to produce an approximately unifm lift ais- 
tribution at a lift coefficient of 0.5 and at a Mach nun&m of 1.4. Tests 
were also made of the wing with a fuselage and with various dstices for 
altering the stall and spanwise bomdary-layer flow. 

C~isons withthe results of tests ofthewing,madebefarethe 
aaditian of thiclraess to the tip sections, showed that the increased thick- 
ness and slightly alterea twist from midsemisFe;n to the tip of the ting 
resulted in reduced tip-leaUng4ge pressure peaks with no improvement of 
tip lift characteristics. Thus, the early loss of lift of wing sections 
near the tip which resulted in the Urge variations in longitudinal stabil- 
ity was attributable &zgely to smnwise flow of the boundary layer rather 
than to local stall of the tip sectims. Hence, the expected improvement 
ofthelongitudinalstibility ofthewingwas notrealized. 

The addition of flaps and upper-surface fences to the wing for stall 
and bomdary--layer control carnsiderably improved the stability character- 
istics of the wing. 

The C-8 of S3fiJltiS8 mriation Of twist a.nd thickness h3a little 
effect on the spanwise afstributia of load. 

The merits of large amounts of sweep for efficient flight (i.e., for 
reasanablyhigh lift4JJag ratios) at noaerate supersonic speeds have been 
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demonstrated by wind-tunnel tests of a wing with the leading edge swept 
back 63O (references 1 and 2). At low subsonic Mach numbers this wing is 
characterized by large variations of longitudinal stability with angle of 
attack even at low lift coefficients (references 3 and 4). These stabil- 
fty variations were attributed in reference 3 to spanwise flow in the 
boundary layer and to flow separation at wing sections near the tip. 
Twisting and camberfng the wing a moderate am&nt to relieve the lead at 
the tip and to obtain a more uniform distribution of load at a moderately 
low lift coefficient (0.25 at a Mach number of: 1.5) resulted in higher 
lift-drag ratios at superstic speeds (referenize 5) but provided little 
improvement of.the stab$lity characteristics a$ subsonic speeds (refer- 
ence 6). Tests of a wing twisted and oambered for uniform load at a mod- 
erately high lift coefficient (0.5 at a Mach rixmiber of 1.4) likewise showed 
no imrovement of the stability characteristitis at low subscmlc Mach num- 
bers (reference 7). 

In reference 7, the poor stability characteristics of the wing at 
comparatively low lift coefficients were attributed to the inability of 
the wing sections near the tip to n~~intain Uft without flow separation 
to sufficiently h;igh angles of attack. 

Subsequent to the tests of reference 7 it was reasoned that the lift 
range for satisfactory stability characteristics might be extended to 
higher lift coefficients by increasing the range of usable lift of the 
sectians near the tip through an increase of the thickness of these seo- 
tions . Computations showed that the increase of drag at supersdc speeds 
due to the increased thickness of sections near the tip would be relatively 
Small. 

Canssquently, the mcdel used for the research reprted in reference 7 
was alteredtoincmczatethicker sections fromthe midsemispa;nto the 
tip. For expediency in model constructian, the twist of the revised por- 
tion of the wing was also modified from that :of the origins1 wing. 

Tests of.the wing were made in one of the Ames 7-by l&foot wind 
tunnels. The longitudinal characteristics of this wing as shown by force 
and pressure-distribution measurements are pSe6en-M. herein. Also included 
are the effects of a fuselage, of upper-surfa;ce fences, of spoilers, of 
elevens, and of a leading-edge flap nn the low-speed characteristics of the 
Wing. 

NOTATION 

All data are -presented as B&A coefficients. The angle of attack. 
and lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients are corrected for tunnel- 
wall effects. Forces and moments are those Par the semispan m&eland are 
referred to the wind axis and to the momt center shown in figure 1. 
Coefficients and symbols used are defined as follows: 
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aspect ratio 

spanof completeuingmeastiedperpendiculartothe plane of syr+ 
me-try1 (twice spm of semispas wing), feet 

wing chord (fig. 2), feet 

projectian of wing chord in wing reference plane* 
Cc' cos E, fig. 2)', feet 

m aerodynamic chord feet 

average chord 43 
0 iT , feet 

l 

aragcuefficient axa r-1 4(s 21 . 
ILift coefffcient lift [ 1 m 
section lift coefficfent 

rate of change of wing lift coefficient with angle of attack 

rate of change of secticm lift coefficient with wing angle of 

attick 
I 

pitchFngieolnent coefficient about the moment center shown in 

figure I [" itching Dlo~nt 
Gw2) 1 

lift-drag ratio 
pressure coefficient 

I'rhe plane of symmetry contains the X and Z axes (fig. 2). 
2Thewingreferenceplane contdnf3 thewingleadingedgeandthe 

X and Y axes (fig. 2). 
%hO?d c is ~ralleltothe X atis. 
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P ,free-stream static pressure, pounds pr square foot 

% local static pressure, pounds per sq*re foot 

9 Pa dynamic pressure 2 
( > 

,pounds per iqmre foot 

R Reynolds nuniber 
0 

E 
v 

S area of ccm@ete wing (twice area of fjemispm model not including 
areas of extendeddhord elevens or leading-edge flaps), square 
feet 

V free-dream velocity, feet per secmd, 

X distance measured parallel to X axis (fig. 2), feet 

Y distance measured perpendicular t6 plane of symme~, feet 

y%lax 
mximnm mean-line ordinate (fig. 2), percent chord (ct) 

a angle of attack of wing reference p-e, degrees 

E angle of twist (fig. 2), degrees : 

x taper ratio, ratio of tip chord to ro@ &or& 

v kinermtic viscosity of air, feet squared per second 

P msf3 density of air, slugs per cubic Toot 

C0RKFm1mB . 

Tunml-wall correction6 were applied $0 the angle of at-tack and 
to the lift, drag, and pitchingdome nt coefffcients using methods similar 
to those of references 8 esd 9. The followi& corrections were amlied: 
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where 

%=1.358 CL 
( > 

+ 0.190 
( > %I 

w+f W 

ac,, = 0.0010 % 

% = 0.0319 2 %l 

apd the nibscripts si@pify 

U uncorrected 

W Win@; 

f flap 

No corrections were applied to the data for the effects of model distor- 
tion or for possible effects of interference between the model and the 
tunnel floor or of-leakage through the gap between the tunnel floor and 
the extension of the base of the model where it passed through the floor. 
These effects were discussed in reference 7 and were believed to have 
been small. An investigation was made to determine the effect on the 
wing pressure distribution of the leakage through the tunnel-floor gap. 
The results are discussed tithe section entitled "Pressure-Distribution 
Measuremnts.'! 

MODELDESCRIETION 

The model used in these tests, hereinafter referred to as the 
revised wing (figs. 1 and 3), was the model descrtbed in reference 7, 
hereinafter referred to as the original wing, with the twist and thick- 
r&m altered from the midsemispan to the tip. The win@; tested was a 
semispan model with 630 sweepback of the leading edge, an as'pect ratio 
of 3.5, and a taper ratio of 0.25 (ratio of tfp chord to root chord). 
The thickness distributfon of the tip section of the revised wing par- 
allel to the plane of symmetry was that of the NACA 0012 section. !Rm 
camber line of the tip section a~~3 the c&r line of the section at 
midsemispan parallel-to the plane of symmtry on the revised wing were 
the s'me as on the original wing.* (See fig. 4.) " 
*The thiclmess distribution of sections on the original wing in planes 

perpendicular to the wing leading edge was that of the NACA 0010 sec- 
tion (5.7-percent-thick sections parallel to the plane of symmtry). 
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For expediency in model construction, con&a&b-percent-chord lines on the 
surface of the revised ting were straight fr+m edsemispan to the tip. 
This method of construction resulted in a change of twist of the revised 

. 

portion of the wing. A comparison of.the sp+nwise vari&_ions of twist 
and of the msximu~ caziber and thiclmess of the sections (parallel to the 
plane of symmetry) of the original and revised wings is shown in figure 4. 
Dimensions of the wing are given in figure 1,and table I. The wing was 
constructed of -ted mahogany and is shown mounted in.the tunnel in 
figure 3. The model was mounted with the t-1 floor as a reflection 
plane, the plane of symmetry of the wing bei% coincident with the tunnel 
floor. There was a gap of l/8 to l/4 inch bgtween the tunnel floor a&3 
the extension of the base of the mode1Qhere;i-L passed through the floor 
to support the model. The wing was equipped;with pressure orifices on , 
sections parallel to the plane of symmetry a$ 0.200, 0.383, 0.707, sad 
0.924 semispan. 
shown in table I. 

The chordwise locations of the pre~aw orifices am. 

The fuselage described in reference 7 w&s tested with the revised 
wing and is shown in figure 3 mounted on the:wing in the tunnel. D~EBW 
sions of the fuselage are given in figure 1 ana tables II and III, The 
gearastry of the stall-colrtrol devices testedjon the model is shown in 
figure 5. 

RFSULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ForceMeasurements 

The data, presented herein were obtainec.at a Reynolds number of 3.7 
million based. an the wing mean aerodynamic cm (1.3 millicn based (321 the 
tip chord), corresponding, under the test conditions, to a 14Etch nu&er of 
0.16. Themaxinnrmangle ofattack of the modelwas limited for structural 
remam to 20°. This angle of attack is belqw that for rmxirmzm lift. As a 
comparison, an unca&ered and untwisted wing,of the same plan form (refer- 
ence 4) bad a maximum lift coefficient of 1.4 at 36O angle of attack. 

The effects of the chsnge of thickness and twist on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the wing and the wing with fuselage are shown in fig- 
ures 6 and 7. The data in these figures for,the original wing are from 
reference 7. As shown by the slopes of the @i.tcbingatoms nt curves in 
figure 6, the variations of aerodynamfc+zent& locatiaa with lift on the 
original wing were not nntrkedly altered by t$e change of thiclmess and twist 
of the outer half of the semispan wing. The~drag of the wing also was not 
greatly affected by the modification, as shown in figure 7. 

The principal effects of adding the fuselage to the wing are shown 
in figure 8. These effects were a decrease of the ne@tive.sngle of attack 

. 
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for zero lift from -7’ to -5’, an increase of the lift-curve slope by 
approximately 0.005 (measured at zero lift), anda decrease of the 
pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift from approximately 0.06 to 0.01 
with little change of static longitudinal stability (dcm/aC~). These 
effects were similar to those obtained by the addition of the fuselage to 
the original wing (reference 7). 

Numerous investig3ticns (e.g., references 4, 10, and ll) have shown 
that the unsatisfactory stability and stalling characteristics of swept 
wings at low speeds can be considerably alleviated by the use of leading- 
and trailing-edge flaps and upper-surface fences for stall and boundary- 
layer control. Preliminary tests (reference 7) of several such devices 
on the twisted and cambared wing with 63O sweepback showed promising 
results. In the present investigation, additional devices (fig. 5) were 
tested on the wing and the results are presented in figure 9. 

The effects of various arrangements of upper-surface fences on the 
longitudinal stability of the wing are shown in figure g(a). The data in 
this figure indicate t&t a fence on the inner portion of the wing spas 
was nearly as effective as a fence near the tip for reducing the wing 
instability at lift coefficients between 0.4 and 0.6. Fences at 0.6 and 
0.8 semispan extending either over the after 542 percent of the wing chord 
or over lo&percent chord resulted in the straightest pitching-moment 
curves to a lift coefficient of about 0.7. The preceding indicates that 
the spsnwise boundary-layer flow which probably affects the load carried 
by the tip (reference 7) originated largely on the inner portion of the 
wing am and was more pronounced on the afterportion of the wing chord. 
Evidence of this flow was also obtained from observations of tufts on the 
Wing. Alining the fence more nearly with the direction of flow over the 
wing near zero lift (the flow direction as indicated in reference I2 end 
fram observations of tufts) did not improve the effectiveness of the fence 
as my be seen by ccqarison of the results obtained with fences A and B 
(fig. 9(a). 

The effectiveness of two types of split-flap elevens deflected upward 
for reducing the stability variations above a lift coefficient of 0.4 is 
shown in figure g(b). The effectiveness of these elevens for producing 
pitching mcunents decreased rapidly with increasing lift coefficient above 
0.4, and became negligible above a lift coefficient of 0.6. Above a lift 
coefficient of 0.4 this decrease with lift of the effectiveness of the 
eleven was accompELnied by a nearly linear variatim of pitching-moment 
coefficient with lift of the wing with the extended-chord eleven. Similar 
results are shown in reference 10 for an upper-surface split flap on a &Z" 
swept4ack wing (A = 4, X = 0.6)'. 

The data in figure g(b) show that chordwise location of the eleven 
hinge line has a large effect on the effectiveness of the elevos. (of 
fixed geo=try). The effectiveness of the eleven (when deflected 45O) 
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for producing pitching moments and. for reduc$ng the variation of aerody- 
namic cent8rwithliftwas greaterwiththe eleven hinge line cathewing 
trailing edge thas on the ?O+ercen&chord Une. This effect of hinge- 
line location on flap effectiveness was also shown in reference 4 frcm 
tests of a split flap on the inner 0.5 semispan of the untwisted and 
uncambered 630 swept wing. 

A leading-edge flap over the outer 0.22~semispas of the wing suffi- 
ciently increased the lift of these secti- to remove the instability of 
the wing between lift coefficients of 0.4 and 0.6 (fig. g(c)). The sta- 
bility of the wing above a lift coefficient of 0.4 was further increased 
by the additia of a O.whord fence at 0.6 semispan an the wing with the 
leading+dge flap. This resulted in the wing being stable to a lift coeffi- 
cient of 0.7 with, however, a change of stability between lift coefficients 
of 0.4 and 0.5. 

Adding a spoiler to the inner 0.37 semispn of the wing (fig. 5) to 
reduce the lift on these sections did not result in any improvement of 
stability characteristics as shown in figureig(d). The failure of an 
improvement of stability to,be realized was probably a resuit of increased 
spanwise flow from the sections influenced by the spoiler. This SpanViS8 

flow also arty have kept the spoiler from reducing the lift of the inner 
portionofth8wingspan. ,Adding a fence to the wing near the outer end 

of the spoiler to reduce this spanwise flow resulted in only small improve- 
ments in the effectiveness of the spoiler. 

Presaure-Distributia Measurements 

Pressure distributions measured at four Ispanwise stations on the wing 
are pesented in figures 10 and ll, respectipely, for the wing alans and 
for the wing with the fuselage. Dam are presented only for the range of 
lift coefficients wherein large stability changes occurred (lift coeffi- 
cients fram 0.4 to 0.75). The variations of'secticm lift coefficient 
(obtained fram integrated pressure distributions) with uing reference 
plane angle of attack for a larger lift-coe.fficient range are shown in 
figure 12. Included in figure 12 are the variations with angle of attack 
of pitching-mame nt coefficient obtained fromforce tests. 

Comparisons of the data of figures 10, II, and 12 with similar data 
of reference 7 on the original wing show t&t the increased thiclmess and 
the change of twist of the outer half of the .dng resulted in only small 
changes of the chordwise distributions of pressure and lift of the wing 
sections. Compared with the pressure distributions on the same sections 
of the original wing at the EWEJ angles of attack (reference 7),the pres- 
sure coefficients on the revised wing were less ne@tive on the leading 
edge near the tip (below the angle of attack:for section ~~U&EDI lift 
coefficient). 
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These changes in the pressure distributicms on the tiD seotfons did 
not alter the span load distribution8 sufficiently to'affect noticeably 
the pressures pn the sections at 0.200 and 0.383 semispan. The sntici- 
pated increase of maximum lift coefficient of the sections near the tip 
was not realized. 

In reference 7 the variations of stability with lift coefficient of 
the original wing were attributed princQa1l.y to variations of SF lead 
distribution. The variations of spa~r Iced distribution were the result 
of flow separation and the consequent effect on the lift of sections near 
the tip of the ting. The changes of stability with angle of attack of the 
revised wing can likewise be attributed to the effects of sepration on 
the smise disWibution of load. 

Although no marked improvements of the stability characteristics 
were realized from the retised wing, the results of the tests of this 
wing showed a reduction of the leadingddge pressure peaks near the tip 
with, however, no resulting improvement of the tip lift characteristics. 
Thus, the inability of the tip sections of highly swep-Wxxck wings to 
maintain lift to high angles, of attack? is to a large eztent the result 
of the outward flow of the boundary layer from the root sections rather 
than local stall of the tip sections. 

Thus, improvement of the lift characteristics of the wing secticns 
near the tip by changes of these.sections is hindered by the spnwise 
flow from the root. 

Included in figure 12 is the variation of sectian lift coefficient 
with angle of attack of the wing with a seal over the gap between the 

' tunnel floor and the model where the base of the model passed through 
the floor to the model support. In th8 dfscussion of the corrections to 
the data, the effects of this gap on the data obtained on the mcdel were 
assmd to be small. This assumption is sxibstantiated by the data in 
figure 12(c) which show a szall. effect on section lift due to sealing the 
flocr gap. 

S-n Lead Distribution 

The modiffcation to the alrfoil thiclmess ani twist of the 63O swept 
wing cambered and twisted for a design lift coefficient of 0.5 (at a Mach 
number of 1.4) bad a negligible effect on the span load distribution as 
shown by the data in figure 13. Presented in this figure are the basic 

5This has been shown previously (reference 7) to be the princip1 cause 
of the variations of stability with lift an swep%txxk wings. 
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c 
(due to twist and caliber) and the basic plus the additionale (due to 
angle of attack) span load distributions of.the wing without fuselage. 
Included in this figure is the span load distribution of the revfsed 
zl;omputed by the methods of Weissimger as outlined in references 13 

Reasonably good agreement was obta+ned between the computed and 
masurid span load distributions. 

The results of tests of a semispan model of &twisted and cambered 
wing with the leading edge swept back 630 -showed that increasing the 
thiclmess with a small modification to the twist from midsemispan to 
the tip resulted in no improvement of the longitudinal characteristics 
of the wing at low speeds.. A reduction in the tip-leadiwdge pressure 
peaks was obtained with no improvement of tip lift chsxacteristics indi- 
cating that the ewly loss of lift of the tip, which rCesulted in the 
large variations in longitudinal stabllity,~$as due more to spanwise - 
flow of the boundary layer than to local stall of the tip sections. 

!J%e change of thickness and twist had a negligible effect on the 
lcm+speeddrag ofthewing. 

The addition of stall and bouudary-lay&+ontrol devices had a COP 
siderable effect on the stability of the wipg. Upper--surface fences on 
the 'inner portion ofthe yiq were nearly a$ effective as those near the , 
tip for controlling spamise boundary-lapr flow. Fences extending over 
the after 50 percent of the chord of the w$gprovided about the same 
improvement of wing stability as full-chord: fences. Addition of a . 

lead-age flap over the outer 0.22 se&span of the w+g with fences 
at 0.6 and 0.8 semispan resulted in a nearly limar variation of wing 
pitcwment coefficient with Uf't coefficientup to a lift coeffi- 
cient of 0.7. 

Uppex-surface split flaps on the outer 0.37 semispan were ineffec- 
tive for longitudinal control at high lift coefficients but resulted in 
anapproximatelylinear pitch~qbentcuqe for the wing as a result 
of the large variation of effectiveness of the spfit fla$ with lift _ 
coefficient. 

*The basic plus additional load is presented for a lift coefficient 
(a = 0.4) at which the local lift and the span 1oadFng are not aplsye- 
ciably affected by separation. This lift coefficient corresponds 
apoximate3.y to the low-speed design lift, coefficient (CL = 0.38). 

. 

. 

-’ 
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The modification of the outer half of the semispan wing resulted in 
only small changes of the chordwise pressure distributions and lift of 
the wing sections. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I.- CECEUWISELOCATIOmS OFTHE: EESSURE ORIFICES 

[Orifices located m both upper a&. lower wing surfaces 1 

Percent wing ahord 

0 30.00 

1.25 40.00 

2.50 50.00 

5.00 60.00 

7.50 70.00 

10.00 80.00 

15.00 go-~ 

20.00 95-w 

25.00 

13 
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TABIS II.- DMNSIONSOFTHE&SPANMODEZ 

~rea of semispm modei, F, square feet . . . . . . . . . 14.262& 

Semispan, feet ., . . . . . . . . .I. . . . . . . . . 5.0 

Mean aerodynamic chord, feet . . . , .:. . . . . . . . . 3.20 
. 

Aspectratio. . . . . . . . . . . . .:. . . . . . . . . 3.5b 

Taper ratio (ratio of tip chard to root chord) . . . . . 0.25 

Sweepback of leading edge, degrees . .I. . , , . . . . . 63 

SW8epbaCkof quarter-chord line,degr&s . . . . . . . . 60.8 

Geometric twist, degrees . , . . . . .I. , . . . . . . . 20.5 

Dihedral,degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 

Fuselage 

Length, feet.. , . . . . . . . . . .I.. . . . . . . . . l-4.2 

l+faximumdie,meter, feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.36 

Fineness ratio (ratio of length to maximum diameter) . . . 10.4 

'tiea to projected tip was 14.286 square feet. 
%a sed on span of 10 feet and area (to projected tip) of 28.5~ sqwe 

feet. 
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!llABm III.- cooRDINAms OF TBE Fo-sEIAm 

[All dimensirms in inches] . 

station Diameter 

0 0 

4 2.84 

8 5.34 

Il.2 7.50 

16 9.30 

20 10..80 

24 u.98 

28 12.88 

30.6 13.26 

40.8 14.28 

51.0 15.20 

61.2 15.82 

71.4 16.20 

station Mameter 

81.6 16.32 

91.8 16.20 

102.0 15.82 

112.2 15.20 

x&‘.4 ’ 14.28 

132.6 13.26 

142.8 11.68 

153.0 9.86 

163.2 7.58 

164.4 7.16 

166.4 5.82 

168.4 3.58 

170.4 0 

length 
I Fineness ratio, = 10.4 

n-aximumdiameter 





Root chord, , Ttvihg edge 

r . I 

.- 
ei, I 

\ 

--_ 

boment center s 

Wing reference plane 

Dimensions in inches 
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